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NEWS IN BRIEF
By STEPHANIE YEH ’18,
News Editor
Winter Storm Juno shuts down
College
The College closed beginning
on
midnight on Monday, Jan. 26 and
remained closed until Thursday, Jan.
29 due to the snowstorm that caused
Massachusetts to issue a state-wide travel
ban. All classes and College activities
were canceled, and most buildings,
including the Academic Quad, Keohane
Sports Center and Health Services, were
closed to secure the campus. Boston saw
over 24 inches of snow during the twoday storm, which caused the Wellesley
College Emergency Management Group
to meet and determine the continued
closing on Wednesday. During the
closing, all staff members desginated as
“essential personnel,” including dining
hall staff, were asked to report to work.
Transportation services, such as the
Exchange Bus and the shuttle to Babson
and Olin, were halted. The College
reopened successfully on Thursday.
College to host events commemorating
Black History Month

BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

Albright Fellows work together on their case studies during Wintersession 2015.
By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18,
Assistant Opinions Editor
Wellesley faculty, staff, students and Albright Fellows
gathered in a series of classes and panel discussions during
Wintersession to examine the role of the United States
in an increasingly complex and rapidly changing world.
These events, open to the public and held in Wellesley’s
Academic Quad, focused on issues ranging from the impact
of hormones on human behavior to the use of force and
moral obligation. As varied as these themes were, all of
the events had a shared goal: to apply the interdisciplinary
skills of the liberal arts education to global affairs.
The Albright Institute held 27 lectures and panel
discussions that invited alumnae and outside experts alike
to weigh in on the political, ecological and economic
issues expected to dominate in 2015. Among the Wellesley
lecturers were economics professor David Lindauer,
english professor Larry Rosenwald and political science
professor Paul MacDonald. Presenters from other academic
institutions included Professor Katherine Marshall ’67 of
Georgetown University, Ambassador Nicholas Burns of the
Harvard Kennedy School, and Professor Patricia Greene of
Babson College.
Albright Fellow Emma Ambrogi ’16 enjoyed Professor
Rosenwald’s talk in particular, which applied the lessons of
literature to society and the international arena.
“He provided us with the great quote that ‘In a good play,
everyone is right,’ meaning that every person on every side
of a conflict feels that they are doing the right thing. This
quote served as a good reminder for the rest of the Institute’s
Wintersession program, because almost every person who
came to speak with us presented a difficult issue, and it was
important to remember that those on both sides of the issue
feel justified in their positions,” Ambrogi said.
Another highlight for Ambrogi and others in the
audience was the final discussion in Alumnae Hall on
“Harnessing Global Diplomacy: Shaping the World’s

New Development Goals,” featuring Dr. Homi Kharas of
the Brookings Institution, Ambassador Elizabeth Cousins
of the U.N. Economic and Social Council, and Secretary
Madeleine Albright ’59 as panelists. They discussed the
role of public-private partnerships and community action
in implementing the UN’s 2015 Sustainable Development
Goals and emphasized responding to the needs of
developing countries.
For Carol Hundal ’18, this discussion met her high
expectations.
“There’s always something to learn from those who have
successfully impacted the world for the better. Madeleine
Albright is a force of nature — just being in the same room
as her and the other panelists was incredible,” Hundal
explained.
While Jenny Stryker ’17 had most of her expectations met
in the discussion and highly recommends future Albright
Institute events to others, she wished that the panelists had
interacted with each other more and that she could have
heard more of Secretary Albright’s insights.
“I think my frustration with this year’s discussion was that
though the other panelists were fascinating and had useful
things to say, I wanted to hear Madeleine Albright talk more.
She answered the questions in the most understandable,
relatable and interesting way,” Stryker said.
Albright fellow Charlotte Weiss ’16 also enjoyed the
lecture overall and highlighted Secretary Albright’s closing
comments.
“Albright concluded that you have to be grateful for who
and what you have, and I never considered the importance
of gratitude when thinking about international development
and politics,” Weiss said.
The 2015 Albright Fellows present at Albright’s talk
were a diverse group, drawn from 25 majors and seven
countries including Myanmar, Ethiopia and Mexico. The
group was comprised of 23 juniors and 17 seniors. Their
interests range from examining the effectiveness of various
food systems, to tutoring students in math and science, to

2015 marks the 100th anniversary of
the Association for the Study of African
American Life and History (ASALH), and
the College plans to celebrate through a
number of events, including lectures, film
screenings and discussions. Harambee
House will sponsor Black History Month
to enhance awareness of modern issues
that affect people of African decent as
well as to prompt dialogue regarding
cultural concerns. Charlene Carruthers,
an activist, writer and National Director
of the Black Youth Project 100 will
be the keynote speaker for the 2015
commemorations, which have the theme
“A Century of Black Life, Culture and
History,” on Thursday, Feb. 26. Other
notable events include a coffeehouse with
a renowned performance poet, a movie
screening of “Dear White People,” and an
African dance teach-in.
Renovated Field House of Keohane
Sports Center (KSC) reopens
The Field House, one of three sections
of the KSC, has reopened after being
closed for the Fall 2014 semester for
renovations. Due to the snowstorm, the
reopening, which was originally planned
for Wednesday, Jan. 28, was delayed
to Thursday, Jan. 29. The renovations,
which are part of Campus Renewal, will
enhance the athletic life at Wellesley
by diversifying the College’s program
offerings and extending access to the
Center to the entire campus community.
The ribbon-cutting event and open house,
which will commemorate the completion
of renovations, will occur on Friday, Feb.
13 at 3 p.m.
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Committee on gender collects
input from Wellesley College
community
By AHILYA MEHTA ’18
Contributing Writer
The President’s Advisory Committee on Gender and Wellesley (PACGW) has taken on
the responsibility of determining how Wellesley will define what it means to be a women’s
college in the 21st century. The goal of the committee is to address how to act in the face of
changing gender norms. This is accomplished by identifying key issues relevant to College
policies and procedures that are affected by our society’s shifting perspective on gender.
Gender in the 21st century no longer means what it used to — mainstream culture is
becoming more aware of identities outside the gender binary. Many believe that Wellesley
in the 21st century must adjust to these changes.
“There’s nothing about the committee that wants to redefine this place. Everyone on the
committee is devoted to Wellesley as a college,” said Kayla Bercu ’16, student representative
of the PACGW. “Has gender studies really evolved? We need to think critically about how
this will impact current students and future generations.”
The committee is in communication with the Trustees about admission and graduation
policies. Wellesley College currently allows students to graduate no matter their gender
identity. However, the College’s current policy is that students eligible to apply to Wellesley
must identify as female on their birth certificate. The committee, which includes students,
faculty and alumnae, is now in the process of revisiting these graduation and admission
policies.
“Whose applications are we willing to consider? At this moment, we only look at
applications that check the female box on the Common Application,” said Adele J. Wolfson,
chair of the PACGW.
Wellesley is taking precautions with these decisions because there are several factors that
need to be taken into consideration.
“What would it mean in terms of the mission of the College? What would be the legal,
philosophical and other such implications for the College? That is essentially what we report
to the Trustees so that they can make an informed decision,” Wolfson said.
The PACGW is also taking into consideration the repercussions that the changes in
policy will have on the student body and faculty. There have been issues in the past about
transmen and transwomen on campus and the committee plans to look into all the possible
ramifications of their decisions before carrying them out. Due to the sensitivity of the
discussion, student opinion varies greatly. One topic that was discussed last semester was
whether or not transwomen deserve a place on the Wellesley campus.
“I don’t understand why it’s okay to accept women who choose to become men and not
accept men who have chosen to become women. It’s unfair because you’re demeaning the
value that the College was founded on. It doesn’t disrupt the sisterhood of the College. This
is a women’s college, but there will always be gender minorities here and we should support
whoever people choose to be here,” Sydney Brumfield ’18 said.
Similarly, students agree that the decision is a tough call, and that it will be difficult to
redefine gender norms while complying with the College’s mission to empower women.
“No matter who is entering into this college, they should be fully dedicated to the idea
that this is a women’s space and for the empowerment of women. For the committee to be
thinking about all of that, they have to take into consideration how everyone feels about the
potential change in policy,” Bercu ’16 said.
In order to better understand student opinion, the committee sent out a survey administered
to the entire student body and faculty members late last semester. The survey responses
were anonymous and focused on collecting data from a diverse group of students, including
a range of gender identities. Almost half of the student population responded to the survey.
According to estimates, the entire transgender community at Wellesley constitutes only a
minute percentage of the student population. Further details of the survey results will be
released after the College consults with the Board of Trustees.
Moving forward, PACGW is organizing events and providing educational material to
educate the Wellesley community, especially students who are not well-educated about
gender.
The PACGW already hosted a session called “Talk about Gender 101” last semester. There
was also a talk-back discussion following the Jan. 29 performance by the Wellesley Summer
Theatre of Sarah Ruhl’s modern adaptation of Virginia Woolf’s 1928 novel, “Orlando.” The
committee will offer a variety of educational materials this semester to help inform students
and faculty members on gender identity and the definition of gender in the 21st century. In
addition, the student representatives of the PACGW hosted a discussion with the Board of
Trustees yesterday evening in Tishman Commons.
In the following weeks, members of the PACGW will meet with College Government and
Senate. Bercu encourages students to come into the discussion with an open mind.
“I think people fear that Wellesley will change and that is the number-one thing the
committee refuses to let happen. It’s the fear of not knowing and the fear of change, but
I don’t think it’s the fear of these individuals itself. It needs to be clear to students that
the most important things about Wellesley are not going to change, in fact — they will be
empowered even more,” Bercu said. For more information, students and faculty can visit
the PACGW website through their MyWellesley accounts where videos, books, articles and
other informational media are provided.

Albright panelists
encourage interdiciplinary
collaboration
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analyzing Eurasian international relations. These 40 students completed summer
internships around the globe in countries like Ethiopia, Indonesia, and Bangladesh
as part of the Albright Program before attending the 2015 Wintersession lectures.
During that time, they engaged with the world in various ways, like examining the
link between the usage of fertility treatments and cognitive disabilities in children.
The intellectual and cultural diversity of the Albright Fellows strengthened this
year’s program, according to Ambrogi.
“The Institute gave me a greater appreciation for my fellow students and other
majors and disciplines at Wellesley. I met lots of people I had never met before and
got to see how talented they all were in their respective areas,” Ambrogi noted.
Despite the many differences between the fellows, Ambrogi believes the group
found a high level of cohesiveness.
“I think the common thread among all the fellows was passion for one or more of
the issues we discussed. It was a privilege to be able to work with so many brilliant
and passionate people,” Ambrogi said.
Ambrogi added that the 2015 Wintersession program in particular made her aware
of the interdisciplinary solutions needed to solve today’s complex global problems.
“The institute impressed upon me just how much there is to know in the world and
the importance of collaboration,” she explained.
Ambrogi invites all interested candidates to apply to the Institute and has a
message for prospective applicants.
“My advice for both the essays and the interview is not to be afraid to let your
passions shine through,” Ambrogi wrote.
Prospective Albright Fellow applicants must be second-semester sophomores or
juniors at Wellesley. Because the Institute is willing to accept people interested in
a variety of international issues, students from every major are welcome to apply.
At the end of March, applicants must submit a résumé, internship proposal and two
essays elaborating on the global issues they are interested in and what they hope to
gain from the Institute. By the end of April, some of the applicants are interviewed
by the Albright Institute director. The applicants receive their final decisions in May.

NATION & WORLD
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Nation & World Columnist

Romney decides against a third bid for the Presidency in 2016
In a scripted conference call with donors, Mitt Romney announced that he would
not seek the Presidency in 2016. Many of the key donors and political operatives
who rallied around Romney four years ago have now flocked to other potential
candidates who they believe will have a better chance of defeating the anticipated
Democratic nominee, Hillary Clinton ’69. Jeb Bush, former governor of Florida
and son of former President George H. W. Bush, seems to be a favorite of the
wealthiest Republican donors. However, grassroots Republican activists have yet to
unite behind a single candidate. Other Republican hopefuls include Governor Chris
Christie of New Jersey, Senator Marco Rubio of Florida, Texas Senator Ted Cruz,
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker and former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee.
According to Politico, pushing Romney out of the race was part of a larger strategy
among Republican elite to root out weak candidates to avoid another “GOP clown
show à la 2012.”
Last minute interception in end zone wins Patriots the Super Bowl
With 26 seconds left in the game and one yard away from defeat, rookie Malcolm
Butler of the New England Patriots successfully blocked Seattle Seahawks
quarterback Russel Wilson’s throw into the end zone and won the Patriots their
fourth Super Bowl title. Down 24-14, the Patriots made an improbable comeback
in the fourth quarter, putting them ahead by just three points. One minute and 40
seconds later, the Seahawks once again had the Patriots up against the end zone,
taking Pats fans back to their last two Super Bowls when the team suffered last
minute defeats which lost them their title. This time, however, the Seahawks made
a call which left their fans gaping. Instead of running the ball into the end zone,
Wilson threw it, as it turns out, into the hands of Butler. This is the first Super Bowl
win for the Patriots in ten years.
U.S. considers sending arms to Ukraine
Ever since the September peace deal collapsed, rebels in Eastern Ukraine have
pounded the Ukrainian army with Russian weaponry, leading U.S. officials to weigh
the possibility of sending their own military arms to assist Ukrainian forces. While
the United States has been supplying the Ukrainian troops with non-lethal military
aid like protective vests, night-vision goggles and radar, the Obama administration
has been reluctant to supply deadly weapons or munitions for fear of escalating the
conflict. However, the Pentagon has long supported sending lethal aid, and now
a report authored by former senior American officials is urging that the United
States send $3 billion in defensive arms and equipment to Ukraine. That equipment
includes anti-armor missiles, which can be fired from a soldier’s vehicle or mounted
on his or her shoulder. The question now is whether a better-supplied Ukrainian
army would deter further Russian intervention or cause Russian President Vladimir
Putin to ramp up his efforts in aiding pro-Russian separatists.
ISIS beheads second Japanese hostage, drawing Japan into conflict
The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria released a video over the weekend of the
apparent beheading of Japanese journalist Kenji Goto. Goto was the second
Japanese hostage executed by ISIS. His death has since drawn Japan further into a
fight from which it previously kept its distance, only providing humanitarian aid to
those battling the extremist group. Now, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has
vowed “to make the terrorists pay the price.” ISIS at first demanded $200 million
from the Japanese government but later changed its terms, instead demanding the
release of suicide bomber Sajida al-Rishawi from a Jordanian prison. The execution
of Goto and the threat against the life of a Jordanian pilot, believed to have been
burnt alive yesterday, effectively roused public opinion in Jordan against ISIS.
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Wellesley hires interim rabbi
to serve as Hillel director

BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’17, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

Wellesley’s Hillel lounge, located in Billings Hall, offers a space for students to host Jewish community events.
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Staff Writer
Two months after the abrupt dismissal
of Jewish chaplain David Bernat and Hillel
Director Patti Sheinman, the College has
hired Rabbi Dan Ehrenkrantz to serve as
interim rabbi and Hillel director. Over the
next few months, Rabbi Ehrenkrantz will
support and advise Jewish students while
the hiring committee — which consists
of students, alumnae, faculty and staff —
searches for a permanent rabbi to take over
the position next fall.
Ehrenkrantz, known by students as Rabbi
Dan, spent the last 25 years as president of
the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
(RRC) in Pennsylvania, where he has also
served as a visiting instructor and professor. From 2007 to 2012, the Daily Beast
listed him annually as one of the 50 most
influential rabbis in the country. The authors of the 2012 rankings wrote that Ehrenkrantz “carries the torch for a self-critical, nuanced Judaism.”
The last time the College had an ordained
rabbi on staff was in the early 2000s. According to a longtime staff member in the
Office of Religious and Spiritual Life, the
rabbi was let go for reasons related to her
job performance. Since then, Jewish life
on campus has been supported by a parttime Jewish chaplain and a part-time Hillel
Director. The College felt that hiring a fulltime rabbi to fill both roles would strengthen Jewish life on campus. In a community-wide announcement in November, Dean
of Students Debra DeMeis and Professor of
Chemistry Emerita Nancy H. Kolodny ’64
outlined the reasons behind the decision.
DeMeis and Kolodny described a rabbi as
“the center of any Jewish community” who
can provide “the highest level of literacy in
Jewish learning and ritual.”
“There are many, many facets to Judaism,” Kolodny, who is also co-chairing the
search committee, explained. “There are
religious facets, social facets, social justice
facets, historical facets, political facets ...
Someone who is trained as a rabbi will have
the tools to deal with every facet.”
Colleges in the Boston area that have a
rabbi on Hillel staff include Brandeis University, Harvard University and MIT.
Though the dismissal of Bernat and
Sheinman came as a surprise to many, talk
of hiring a full-time rabbi began as early as
last spring. It is still unclear why Bernat and
Sheinman were not included in those talks

and were not notified until November that
they had lost their jobs.
After the dismissal of Bernat and Sheinman, the College brought in a part-time
Hillel director to take over their duties in
the interim. Hillel office manager Jennifer
Dennis, who has worked at Wellesley for
the last three and a half years, also served
as a familiar face to help support Jewish
students who were taken by suprise by the
change in personnel. Although there has
been much more communication between
administrators and students since the departure of Bernat and Sheinman, Hillel
president Rebecca Fishbein ’15 says the
transition has been bumpy at times.
“I miss them a lot. I really do, which has
been hard,” Fishbein said. “But you have to
look to the future, and the future is very
bright.”
Fishbein says that she looks forward to
having an ordained rabbi on campus. Other students who met Rabbi Ehrenkrantz for
the first time at Shabbat dinner last Friday
left with positive first impressions.
Overall, the Office of Religious and
Spiritual Life has undergone considerable
change over the course of this academic
year, beginning with the departure of former dean of Religious and Spiritual Life
Victor Kazanjian, who oversaw the office
for 20 years. Since then, there have been
four new hires in the department, all of
whom are serving in the interim until permanent replacements are found.
Dean DeMeis hopes the changes will
strengthen religious and spiritual life on
campus. Although transitions can be difficult, she said that these times are also an
opportunity to reflect on the future of religious and spiritual life on campus.
“As we watch the kind of clash of faiths
across the world and the misunderstanding
of faith traditions around the world, I think
that the role that the office could play in
helping people to reach out, to learn about
each other’s traditions...is an important
mission for the office,” DeMeis said.
Despite the good intentions, this particular change in Jewish life occurred at a
time of heightened uneasiness over a poster
campaign organized by Wellesley Students
for Justice in Palestine (WSJP). The large
poster located in the student center, which
posed the question “What does Zionism
mean to you?” garnered responses from
passersby ranging from academic definitions of Zionism to “murder,” “apartheid,”
and “genocide.” Fishbein says it was a very

difficult time for many Jewish students on
campus.
Wellesley Students for Justice in Palestine, which includes Jewish members, said
the poster was part of an educational campaign and was not meant to provoke anti-Jewish sentiment.
“As Jews, we are often told, and we often
tell ourselves, that criticism of the State of
Israel is not the same thing as criticism of
the Jewish people. Still, that message can be
hard, even impossible, to internalize,” Lena
Shapiro ’17, a member of WSJP, wrote in an
op-ed published in the Wellesley News in
November. “Yet these conversations are not
only inevitable, they are vitally important.”
The poster included a disclaimer which
warned that “anti-Semitism, Islamophobia,
and racism will not be tolerated.” However,
the most inflammatory responses remained
on display for a few weeks. The poster was
removed anonymously over Thanksgiving
break and has not yet been found.
The dismissal of Bernat and Sheinman in
the midst of the increased tensions over the
poster campaign left many Jewish students
feeling as though their support structure
had been weakened at a time when they
needed it most.
Aware that his appointment comes just
two months after the peak of controversy,
Rabbi Ehrenkrantz says his first job is to
learn from students.
“I think one of my first jobs is to listen,”
he said. “I am interested that Jewish life at
Wellesley should serve the Jewish community at Wellesley, and in order for that to
happen, I need to get to know the people
who are here.”
Rabbi Ehrenkrantz himself has engaged
in some of these issues in the past. In 2011,
he published commentary in the Huffington Post entitled “Jewish Unity and the
State of Israel,” which caught the attention
of the Daily Beast in their ranking of influential rabbis. In the article, he wrote that
Judaism is a worldwide community, and
support for Israel has become one of the
few areas of common ground that unite the
wide diaspora of modern Jews. However,
he hopes that the Jewish community can
search for sources of unity beyond the nation of Israel.
“Israel is a state just like America, and like
every nation, it’s complicated, it’s not perfect, it’s flawed,” he said. “If we rely on a sole
symbol and have to see Israel as a symbol
because of its needs for providing Jewish
unity, it makes it more difficult to appreci-

ate the reality that is the state of Israel.”
Ehrenkrantz, who remembers attending
Zionist summer camp in his youth and
whose grandfather fled Eastern Europe
in search of religious freedom, says that
Zionism is meaningful to him because he
believes the term refers to the liberation of
the Jewish people. However, he added, “I
don’t have a monopoly on the definition of
Zionism.”
Support for Jewish students and the overall nature of religious life on campus has
evolved dramatically over the years. Until
the 1950s, the College imposed a quota on
the number of Jewish students that could be
admitted to Wellesley. Many other colleges
had similar quotas at the time. According
to an article written by Emeritus Professor
Jerold S. Auerbach and published online in
the American Thinker, Wellesley professors
routinely denied student requests to postpone exams and assignments scheduled on
Yom Kippur and openly expressed their
unhappiness when Jewish students missed
class for holy day observance of religious
holidays.
“It used to be that Wellesley had a Protestant chaplain and that was it,” Professor
Kolodny said. “The model that Victor Kazanjian, who was the Dean of Religious and
Spiritual Life, created is this cooperative,
truly communal model.”
Today, the job posting for a permanent
rabbi on Wellesley campus requires candidates to be able not only to translate Jewish
tradition, culture and theology into a contemporary context, but also to help plan
and lead multi-faith College traditions,
activities and services. The new hire must
be able to engage with a diverse population
of Jewish students and delve into issues
of Israeli and Palestinian identity. The job
description states that a permanent rabbi must “thoughtfully encourage students
to explore their own Jewish identities and
their relationships with Israel [and] Palestine.”
The job ad was posted in November. On
Thursday, January 29, the search committee convened to evaluate the candidates, in
a meeting which both student and faculty
members described as highly productive.
Candidates will begin visiting the campus in the coming weeks. The committee
is hopeful that the hiring process will be
complete in a matter of months and that
the new rabbi will be able to take over in
the fall, in time for the start of the next academic year.
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Wellesley on Tap
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By NASREEN AL-QADI ’18,
News Editor

Newly constituted org “Wellesley on Tap” updated the Wellesley community on
the work they have been doing and how students can become involved. Org President Carla The ’15 and Performance Coordinator Sheridan Rogers ’17 explained
that Wellesley on Tap divides its members into two groups: the trippies and the
troupe. Students can join the trippies if they have no experience in tap and wish to
learn from veteran tappers. Students who are part of the troupe will perform at both
on-campus and off-campus events. The org has performed numerous times, including at Wellesley’s own In Flux, Lip Sync, and Wellesley Spotlight. In Boston and
surrounding areas, their performance locations included Tufts and Babson. This year,
for the first time, they will be hosting their own show on April 17 in Alumnae Hall.
The show will invite performers from a variety of Boston universities and colleges
to come perform on our stage. Their goal for this event is to bring people together on
the Wellesley campus to enjoy a great performance. For more information, Wellesley
on Tap invites you to their information session on Sunday from 3:15 to 3:30 in the
Beebe basement. After the information session, prospective members will have a
chance to learn a tap number and then audition for their troupe.
Promoting Dialogue on Campus
Dean Debra DeMeis encourages students to start thinking about how to promote
conversation on campus as part of a new campus initiative. At the Senate meeting,
Dean DeMeis explained that the College will look into promoting three types of
conversation: debate, discussion, and dialogue. She hopes that students will adopt
this model, and that if each category is addressed individually, a stronger and more
communicative culture will emerge. Dean DeMeis also addressed the Wellesley
on Gender Commission. She emphasized that the committee should be as diverse
as possible in order to represent as many opinions as possible. She also stated that
everyone on campus does have an opinion on the issue, and encourages everyone to
speak up and become involved in some way as the conversation moves forward.
Residence Hall Improvements
Dean Demeis encourages students to look out for improvements in the residential
halls as the Student Residential Enhancement project begins to unfold. This project
is part of the $365.4 million Wellesley 2025 campus renewal effort. Changes that
have already taken place or are currently underway; include new washing machines
and driers in McAfee Hall, new exercise equipment in all East Side Halls, and new
flooring in Shafer. The goal of these enhancements is to improve the building conditions and in-hall communities. Future improvements will strive to increase room size
and diversify living styles. Upper years will have a chance to both live communally
with younger students and enjoy the spaciousness and privacy of a suite. Plans also
include improving dining operations. Dean Demeis also notes that student feedback will be collected as the work continues, and that this feedback is crucial to the
College.

POLICE BLOTTER
01/09/15 Motor vehicle accident with property damage 7:35 p.m.
Tupelo Lane. The reporting person (RP), a Wellesley College (WC)
staff member, reported minor property damage to a college vehicle after
sliding into a snow bank. Report filed. Case closed.
01/15/15 Motor vehicle accident with property damage 11:19 a.m. Davis Parking Facility. The RP, a WC staff member, reported a past motor
vehicle accident, with property damage, while operating a WC vehicle.
An officer was dispatched. Report filed. Case closed.
01/20/15 Suspicious activity 3:24 p.m. 4 Norfolk Terrace. The RP, a
WC employee, requested to speak to an officer regarding suspicious
activity at their residence. Report filed. Case closed.
01/25/15 Illness 5:26 a.m. Mcafee Hall. The RP, a WC student, called
to report she was having trouble breathing. Units were dispatched to the
scene and the Wellesley Fire Department (WFD) was notified. Officers
arrived at the room along with the WFD and the American Medical
Response (AMR). The student was transported to MetroWest Medical
Center in Natick via AMR. Report filed. Case closed.
01/25/15 Injury 1:25 p.m. Wang Campus Center. The RP, a WC employee, called to report another employee was injured and may require
medical attention. Officers responded. The injured party refused further
medical treatment. Report filed. Case closed.
01/26/15 Illness 10:40 a.m. Greenhouses. The Wellesley College
Police Department (WCPD) Communications Coordinator heard
the report of a person in need of medical attention over the scanner.
Officers responded to the scene to assist. The person was evaluated and
transported via ambulance to Newton-Wellesley Hospital. Report filed.
Case closed.
01/28/15 Injury 2:35 p.m. Severance Green. The RP, a WC student,
requested an ambulance for a fellow student who was injured and may
require medical attention. Officers were dispatched and an ambulance was requested. The student was transported by ambulance to the
MetroWest Medical Center in Natick. Report filed. Case closed.
02/01/15 Well-being check 2:10 a.m. Shafer Hall. The RP requested
that WCPD conduct a well-being check on a WC student. Officers
spoke with the WC student in question. Report filed. Case closed.
02/01/15 Illness 9:45 a.m. Shafer Hall. The RP, a WC student, called to
report she was not feeling well and may be in need of medical attention.
Officers were dispatched to assist. Report filed. Case closed.
02/02/15 Motor vehicle accident with property damage 2:16 p.m.
Acorns. The RP, a WC staff member, reported a WC vehicle was
involved in a property damage accident. An officer was dispatched.
Report filed. Case closed.
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Shower timers encourage environmental awareness
By ZARINA PATWA ‘18
Contributing Writer

Tower residents returned to their dorms to find small
hourglass timers attached to the walls of their showers.
Installed by Amal Cheema ’17 and Jabree Ellis ’17, the
shower timers are part of the effort to reduce water and
energy usage on campus. Cheema and Ellis spent hours
installing them in the hopes of substantially reducing
Wellesley’s water waste.
Cheema, a residential assistant in Claflin, first saw
the shower timers during a visit to Tufts University and
was inspired to try a similar method at Wellesley. After
discussing the idea with Ellis, the two then worked with
Sharon Bort of the Office of Sustainability to contact the
Class of ’ 7 Green Fund. The organi ation provides funds
for projects, such as shower timer installation, to promote
awareness of the college’s impact on the environment.
“The fact that Jabree and I are neither involved with an
environmental organi ation goes to show how easy it is
to make a sustainable change that you can come up with
an idea and that you can apply to the ama ing alumni
fund and get the support from people who graduated from
Wellesley but still want it to become a better microcosm
of a world,” Cheema said.
The students researched the potential benefits of their
idea and produced a 10 page outline to apply for the
funding. Their research drew upon data from other
colleges and universities such as Tufts University, Boston
University, and Oberlin College, who have already
proven that this tactic was effective in reducing their
environmental impact.
Each hourglass timer, encased in a holder in order to

place it in the shower, costs $2.19.
“If everyone cuts down their shower by like two minutes,
within a day if people use the shower timers as we expect
them to use them, the timers pay for themselves I think
that in regards to different implementations of saving
water this is by far probably the cheapest means of saving
water,” Ellis said.
Tower Complex will be the test site for the project
and the only residential complex with the timers for
the semester. The two students can monitor the project
through information from surveys and student opinions,
which they will then present to the board of the Green
Fund. While there is no exact way to measure how much
energy and water is saved, a survey can show how well
the project is progressing. The survey, which will be sent
to students in the Tower complex during the semester, will
include questions such as whether students are actually
using the shower timers and how much students’ average
shower time has decreased since the installation of the
timers. The students’ responses will also be used to look
for any problems with the shower timers.
Both Cheema and Ellis do not foresee any major
complaints that could stop them from continuing the
project after this semester.
“For some people it might infringe on their shower
sovereignty’ but I think for the environment it’s worth it,”
Cheema said.
Student responses in Severance are already showing that
the shower timers are effective. “I think it’ll make people
more aware I haven’t gotten down to five minutes but
I’ve definitely been thinking about it,” Catharine Hemp
’18 said.
“Over the course of the last three showers I have always

Albright Institute brings diverse
perspectives to global problems

By KILY WONG ’16 and HANNAH JUNG ’17
Co-Features Editor and Contributing Writer

Although winter is a time for animal hibernation,
Wellesley students keep themselves busy with a diverse
range of activities on campus during wintersession. The
most prominent of these activities is the Albright Institute.
The 201 Albright Institute, which convened on Jan.
and concluded on Jan. 2 , focused on the United Nations
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which consists
of eight international development goals established in
2000. The multidisciplinary and cross-cultural nature of
the Albright Institute is reflected in the diverse academic
and personal background of the fellows.
Nikita Saladi ’16, one of these fellows, hopes to study the
affect of health disparity on women and people of color.
Equipped with background knowledge on how social
services and physicians can work together to provide
comprehensive care, Saladi entered the Institute with an
understanding of international development. After her
three weeks with the Institute, however, she discovered
that there was more to the issue when addressing poverty
in developing countries than she had previously imagined.
“I definitely had preconceived notions about who belongs
at the table when attacking poverty and related issues. I
knew economists and policy makers play crucial roles, but
I was struck by the number of speakers who challenged us
to think about who else needs to be involved,” Saladi said.
To guide this year’s 0 fellows in their research
and understanding of the MDGs, the 201 Albright
Institute featured guest speakers in health and education
development, consulting, and the academia, including
professors from Harvard University and Georgetown
University. The lectures given by Wellesley’s own faculty
came from a variety of disciplines, including speakers like
Professor arry Rosenwald, who made the case for why
scholars of imaginative literature are needed to expand
ideas of what is possible.
In addition to challenging many of the members’ preexisting viewpoints, the speakers stressed the value of
having an interdisciplinary forum where individuals from
all fields feel like they have something to contribute.
“People think that the Institute is for students with
economics and political science majors, but it also
welcomes science majors. But it’s essential to have
people from different backgrounds,” said Mariya Patwa
’16, a Chemistry major and Health Society minor.
In fact, the Institute has successfully attracted fellows
from a large cross-section of majors. While political
science and economics comprise a large fraction of the
fellows, disciplines such as computer science, art history,
and philosophy are also well represented. The diverse
approaches in tackling global affairs from students with
a range of academic interests made Patwa appreciate the
interdisciplinary nature of a liberal arts education.
“The Institute makes you very aware of the perspective
you are coming from, what you’ve grown up in, and how
your view might be biased as a result. ou need to be aware
of why you see things a certain way,” Patwa commented.
Patwa hopes to continue her education in medical
school following graduation, given her experience at the
intersection of health and global engagement. However,
the Institute allowed her to reali e that there was more
than one path to achieve her goal.
“ ou reali e that there are so many different routes to

get to places you are interested in getting to. The best
advice is to ride the wave. It makes you think about how
many things are out there and wonder, Am I continuing
my education too quickly ’” Patwa shared.
Education not only takes the form of learning hard
knowledge, but also hearing other people’s personal
experiences.
“The most valuable part of the Institute for me was
actually not necessarily learning about certain topics,
but listening to the speakers talk about their personal
experiences, about their stories, and about the challenges
they have encountered throughout their career, especially
the Wellesley alumnae,” explained Mariajos Rodrique Pilego 16, an English and Economics double major from
Mexico.
However, in addition to listening and learning from the
speakers, the fellows also spent a lot of time working
with students across disciplines as they attempted to solve
problems like improving global water and sanitation to
good governance.
During the Institute, Helen Huang 16 worked with
her group to integrate their knowledge of environmental
studies, electrical engineering and computer science,
international relations, economics and women’s and
gender studies to come up with targeted solutions. Having
wanted to be part of this experience since before attending
Wellesley, she was enthusiastic to see how Albright was a
true test of the power of the liberal arts.
“Our different majors helped shape research based on
academic interests, while our experiences living abroad
helped with identifying specific countries and regions as
case studies,” Huang 16 described. She also spoke to
the importance of including a global lens. “These global
issues cannot be just dictated by the U.S., because they
affect everyone. Therefore, a variety of perspectives and
opinions is essential. Having international students adds
another layer of discussion and brings in perspectives of
other countries.”
Another fellow, Priyanka Fouda 16 revealed how there
were definitely moments where her team was not sure how
to approach the topic of good governance and were forced
to think creatively.
“Initially we weren’t sure how to approach such a large
topic,” Fouda 16 described. “We decided to speak about
the a concrete example the trucking and transportation
sector in Central Africa and a more abstract example
of governance of the internet. We chose these because
both case studies demonstrated the importance of good
governance but also showed the different ways good
governance can be applied based on context.”
Having now successfully completed the program, Fouda
16 encourages current sophomores and juniors to apply
to the institute, “The institute is focused on development
so it definitely helps to have an interest, but I do believe
that development studies is a very broad field, and you can
participate in lots of different ways within the field.”
As for the mentality required for this program, the
fellows’ personal growth is perfect showcase for the
interdisciplinary and multicultural nature of the Albright
Institute.
“This Institute is designed for people who are humble
enough to recogni e that becoming an Albright fellow is a
charge to dedicate yourself to the world,” said oe Moyer
’1 . “If you’re not paying for it, you become the product.”

SOOJIN JEONG ’17, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

Timers motivate users to cut down on water usage.

tried to decrease the time It’s kind of fun to know how
fast of a shower you take and also to know that you’re
saving water,” Maya Muldowney ’18 added.
If this pilot program proves to be successful in just
the Tower Complex, Cheema and Ellis have long term
goals for the project including installing shower timers
throughout all residential halls. They hope that others will
continue to support the project after they graduate.

Eye on Science
You can’t unscramble an egg, but
can you unboil it?
By ELINOR HIGGINS ’18
Staff Columnist
It turns out that you can unboil an egg. Based on
a method, developed at the University of California,
Irvine, one can reverse the effect boiling has on egg
whites. After boiling the eggs for 20 minutes to reach
a state more solid than an average hard-boiled egg,
researchers began experimenting with possible ways
to renature the proteins in egg whites to their original
state.
Using a chemical solution that includes urea, an
organic compound found in urine, the researchers
dissolved the solidified whites. The vortex machine
was used to spin the solution until the egg white
proteins stretched out and returned to their original
form. One of the researchers, Professor Gregory
Weiss, described the proteins as rubber bands. The
vortex “stretches and unstretches them, and gives
them their shape back.”
To understand this process, it is important to
understand the makeup of proteins. A protein is made
of a string of subunits, called amino acids, that are
folded into a three-dimensional shape. There are
different levels of structures, often involving helicalshaped coils and pleated sheets. Every type of protein
has its own unique shape that allows it to do its
assigned job.
Proteins can be rendered useless by adverse
conditions such as acidity, salinity or heat. In the
case of a boiled egg white, the heat of the water
solidifies the proteins. The egg research was inspired
by the volatility present in many lab-made proteins,
especially those produced for cancer research.
Oftentimes, scientists want to produce proteins
associated with cancer in a laboratory for further
study.
It is not uncommon for these man-made proteins to
turn out misshapen due to its unnatural environment.
When this happens it can take several days and quite a
lot of effort to extract and rebuild any usable proteins
from what the scientists described as a “jumbled
mess.” This process is costly and inefficient, which is
one of the reasons why the new research is important.
By reversing the effects of boiling an egg white, the
scientists have proven that as long as misshapen
proteins have maintained the bonds between the
amino acids, they can be restored to their original
shape and functionality much more efficiently.
Cancer research is not the only industry this
discovery could help. Farmers and companies
involved in cheese production could benefit from as
well. Cheese-making involves recombinant proteins,
which are proteins that are produced from multiple
DNA sources and pieced together The creation of
these proteins has traditionally involved some of the
same difficulties as the creation of cancer proteins.
Pharmaceutical companies are also looking into what
this could mean for drug and antibody production.
Scientists predict that the amount of time saved will
lead to much cheaper and more streamlined protein
production in the future, but only time will tell how
many industries this new technology will truly affect.
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Faculty Focus

By DIEDERIQUE VAN DER KNAAP ’18
Contributing Columnist
A pacifist and literary scholar, awrence
A. Rosenwald is probably the only phonetax resister on the faculty at Wellesley.
He serves as the director of the Peace
and Justice Studies department and is
the Anne Pierce Rogers Professor of
American iterature and Professor of
English at Wellesley College. Professor
Rosenwald is currently researching the
intersection between non-violent activism
and literature and advocating for the
importance of the humanities through
lectures and interdisciplinary courses
Professor Rosenwald’s interest in nonviolent activism studies began during
his undergraduate studies at Columbia
University.
“I was a student in the late 1960s and
I was a very insignificant part of the
movement against the Vietnam War. I was
a phone-tax resister
a pretty safe bet,
small amount,” Rosenwald said. “I was
very moved by the people I knew who
were taking bigger risks than I was. Any
political actions link you up to people
you admire, other people also partaking
in political actions.” His beginnings as
an activist at university throughout the
60s and 70s influenced his work as an
academic researcher.
“There are two parts to what I’m doing
as a scholar. The concrete part is that I am
making an anthology of American antiwar and peace writing for the ibrary
of America. In the end, I will produce
an anthology and my job is to select the
texts,” he said, enthusiastically sharing a
volume of an earlier work he had edited
for the ibrary of America, a nonprofit
publisher of classical American literature.

For peace and justice, ‘keep on keepin’ on’
“The larger and sloppier part is figuring
out the relationship between literature on
the one hand and pacifism and nonviolence
on the other,” he added.
Even though he is working on large
research projects, Professor Rosenwald
remains extraordinarily dedicated to his
role as a professor.
“What I’m doing quite a lot of the time
is preparing classes, teaching classes,
reading papers, commenting on student
work, meeting with students, and I love
that Teaching people is radically exciting
because you don’t know what everyone
will say. That’s how breakthroughs
happen,” he explained.
These breakthroughs, which aid
Professor Rosenwald in his own research,
have often occurred during his seminar for
juniors and seniors titled War, Resistance
and American
iterature. Professor
Rosenwald explained that oftentimes,
a student would pose a question and he
would suddenly reali e that his nonscholarly past as an activist was better
suited to provide an answer.
One of the purposes of the Peace
and Justice Studies program is to
teach students to find interdisciplinary
connections that affect why people go to
war and how to avoid violence. As director
of the Peace and Justice Studies program,
Professor Rosenwald also advocates or the
humanities, by presenting a talk about the
importance of metaphor at the Albright
Institute held annually in January.
While politics and social sciences
play a large role in this area of study,
Professor Rosenwald explained the role
of the humanities in the Peace and Justice
Studies program. He began by quoting the
nineteenth century German playwright
Friedrich Hebbel, who said, “In a good

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROFESSOR LAWRENCE A. ROSENWALD

play everyone is right.”
“For right action in the world, you have
to learn to sympathi e with people you
deeply dislike,” he continued. “ ou have
to do that not in order to become like them,
but because you want to diminish their
influence or suggest alternatives to them
or stop them from attracting disciples,”
Rosenwald said.
When asked for advice for students at
Wellesley wanting to change the world and
dealing with the overwhelming nature of
that ambition, Professor Rosenwald says
that he sympathi es with our generation.
“ ou can know more than any other
generation and trying to deal with that

requires a willed selectivity.”
When asked about building the will to
be selective, he stopped and thought for a
moment.
“It’s hard
if you want to work on
something, it has to be one thing. One way
people keep on keepin’ on’ is by saying
Right now I’m more drawn to this than to
that and right now this is more important,’
and that is okay.”
As Professor Rosenwald’s own career
trajectory has shown, the choices we make
impact where we are going in ways beyond
our control. The most important thing is to
“keep on keepin’ on.”
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New commission promises adminstrative
response to racial inequality

President Bottomly announced to the
Wellesley community on Jan. 28 the
creation of the Commission on Race,
Ethnicity, and Equity. In the announcement,
Bottomly asserted that racism is present on
our campus and poses a significant threat
to the integrity of Wellesley College.
Bottomly’s statements acknowledge a long
ignored problem of our institution that has
affected many members of the community.
Often, our campus prides itself on being
politically correct; Bottomly’s creation of
this new committee emphasi es that there
is a difference between being a diverse
school and one that accepts diversity
unconditionally.
The announcement comes after two
semesters of activism by the WAAMS AM II movement and campus protests
in response to the racially charged murders
of Mike Brown, Eric Garner and many
others. The Wellesley News Editorial Staff
applauds the much-needed formation of the
Commission on Race, Ethnicity, and Equity
and hopes that it will yield substantive
changes. Among the actions proposed
by President Bottomly’s announcement,
we hope that the College will ensure the
empowerment of student voices in the
decision-making process and emphasi e

the discussion of issues of race and equity
in the Wellesley curriculum.
Bottomly wrote that the Commission
seeks to discontinue policies that promote
racial disparity — a task that cannot be
fulfilled without student input. Much of
the racial inequality on campus is observed
and felt by students themselves, and
many of us have testimonies of unequal
treatment. Students have strongly voiced
their determination to combat the forces of
social and racial discrimination on campus.
In an email to the Wellesley community
on December 2014, Ethos Leadership
stressed their desire to incite change, “We,
as students of Wellesley College, seek to
reclaim our own voices,” Ethos eadership
wrote. “It is time for us to empower
ourselves to become catalysts for change
today, not tomorrow.”
Among the issues that the Commission
seeks to tackle, Bottomly lists the
incorporation of issues of race into our
curriculum. As a community of students
that places great value in politically relevant
academics, we want to see discussions of
race on our courese syllabi. We believe
that being well-rounded students involves
awareness of race discrimination, and
that a liberal arts education must include
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dialogues of inequality. Ethos Leadership
stated in their letter to the college
community that silence is complicity.
Including race and inequality in our
curriculum is one of many ways to break
this silence, a measure that would reach the
student community as a whole.
The creation of both the President’s
Advisory Committee on Gender and
Wellesley and the Commission on Race,
Ethnicity, and Equity addresses urgent
issues at Wellesley. The Wellesley News
is eager to see what actions evolve from
the creation of these groups and hopes
to observe much-needed change in our
community.
Bottomly stated in her address to the
community that the forces of racism are
“often hidden issues.” Issues of race are,
in effect, hidden to some
but vividly
present to others. To make Wellesley a
true safe space, where we all feel included,
Wellesley needs to make addressing racism
a priority for everyone on campus. While
racism and intolerance continue to permeate
our increasingly globali ed world, it is our
responsibility as the upcoming generation
to challenge implicit prejudice that exists
to this day. The first step, of course, is to
recogni e it.

In wake of tragedy, states should
ban conversion therapy

Graphics Editor
PADYA PARAMITA ’18
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I was saddened to hear last month about the suicide of Leelah
Alcorn, a Ohio transgender teenager. While the death of a
minor is always tragic, there is one deeply disturbing aspect of
her story in particular: Leelah’s parents forced her to undergo
conversion therapy. Conversion therapy, also known as reparative
therapy, is the use of psychiatric counseling and sometimes
electric and heat shock therapy to condition patients against
homosexual and transgender thoughts and behaviors. In this
type of therapy, practitioners aspire to restore their patients to
cisgender heterosexual individuals by also imposing restrictions
on their behaviour such as banning patients from attending the
opera or forcing them to attend single-sex churches and religious
counseling. Often these are measures against harmful stereotypes
of how people act and express their identity in an attempt to repair
the masculinity or femininity of the patient. Leelah’s parents
forced her to take part in conversion therapy with a religious
counselor. In addition, Leelah’s parents took her out of school for
months as well as taking away her laptop and cellphone, isolating
their daughter physically and socially in her greatest time of need.
In a suicide note Leelah posted on Tumblr, she cited the therapy
and her isolation from friends and technology as main factors that
caused her depression and ultimate suicide. Forcing minors to
participate in such methods is unethical and barbaric and should
be illegal across the nation; and there is a petition currently on
its way to the White House that aims to bring this to fruition.
As someone who hopes to enter the healthcare profession, the
use of conversion therapy
particularly on minors
offends
me to my core. It is a disgusting use of power by healthcare
professionals and I was unaware that conversion therapy was
still practiced today. I had heard of cases from the 1960s and
1970s, but I thought that we as a society had put such crude
treatment methods behind us. Only California and New Jersey
currently ban the use of conversion therapy. Recent surveys have
shown that LGBT youth are a demographic already at higher
risks for depression and suicide to “treat” them using such
barbaric methods seems to be a macabre self-fulfilling prophecy.
Research shows that conversion therapy has absolutely no
medical benefits and actually puts the well-being of the patient

at risk in several ways. It inflicts mental and emotional harm on
patients by preaching self-hate and isolation until the patient is
“cured.” The use of heat and electric shock is little more than
glorified torture masquerading as medicine. Robert Spit er, a
psychiatrist who had championed the merits of conversion therapy
in a 2001 study, retracted his statements saying that the study was
fatally flawed and that he owed the GBT community an apology.
Conversion therapy pushes patients towards desperation so
great that they would rather live the lie than be truthful about
their identities, and those who cannot live the lie find a tragic
end because they feel that there is no way out — and for those
who are minors there is no legal way out. Therapists who practice
conversion therapy are not interested in acting in the patients’ best
interest, but try and pigeonhole them into the confines of what they,
and usually the patient’s parents, deem to be normal. Furthermore,
because patients who are minors are under the jurisdiction of their
parents, they are unable to refuse treatment and are thus forced to
endure these brutal methods.
While several states have enacted implicit legislation against
conversion therapy as a medical practice, the time has come
to bring it to national attention. There is currently a petition to
the White House to enact “ eelah’s law,” which would ban
the use of conversion therapy on minors. President Obama’s
acknowledgement of the LGBT community during his State of the
Union address earlier this month is one indicator that LGBT issues
are finally garnering legislative traction, but it is our prerogative
to use our voices, too.
Currently, what Leelah’s parents did is not wrong in the eyes
of the law, but this is an egregious flaw in the legal system. I
highly doubt that eelah’s parents had any intention of driving
their child to commit suicide but their efforts to ‘help’ her through
conversion therapy were misguided. The American Psychological
Association has firmly denounced conversion therapy as a viable
treatment option for gender identity and sexual orientation; all of
our states should therefore outlaw conversion therapy.
I have been fortunate to have grown up in an area of the
country where conversion therapy is neither widely used nor
accepted but the same cannot be said about all Wellesley students.
Our students come from regions of the country, particularly the
South and Midwest, where stories like Leelah’s would not be a
sensational headline but rather a disturbing norm. According
to a study conducted by Dr. Mark Hat uenbuehler in 2011,
Nebraska, Indiana and Mississippi are among states that have
disproportionately high rates of LGBT teen suicide. Under current
laws, what happened to eelah could have very easily happened
to one of our classmates. In consideration of gender-based campus
discussions, it is obvious that The College has been making strides
toward creating a more supportive environment for transgender
students, but we must do our part as well. Those who practice
these means of so-called medicine have no regard for all human
lives
just ones that are cisgender and heterosexual. We cannot
sit idle while this continues to happen to minors in our country. As
with most things, it will take time, but signing the petition is one
of the first steps that we can take towards making a difference for
our peers.
In her suicide note, Leelah wrote, “The only way that I will rest
in peace is if one day, transgendered people aren’t treated the way
I was, they’re treated like humans with valid feelings and human
rights. My death needs to mean something. My death needs to be
counted in the number of transgender people that commit suicide
this year. I want someone to look at that number and say ‘that’s
f----- up’ and fix it. Fix society.”
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Shadow grading inspires academic exploration

By CYNTHIA CHEN ’18
Staff Writer

The first trial run of Wellesley’s shadow grading policy is now officially over. First years may still be taking
shadow-graded writing courses, but the winter break and
new spring semester have given students and administration time to reflect on the new policy. While shadow
grading has the appearance of creating a relaxed academic
atmosphere, it instead created a more challenging environment that inspired better academics and a
more well-rounded experience at Wellesley.
Shadow grading is a new policy in which
first years do not receive letter grades rather, they either pass or fail their first semester courses. Students and their professors
will have a report of the letter grades for
each course, but the grades themselves
will not be on official transcripts and are
not be released outside of the College.
I spent my high school years pursuing
vigorous academic and extracurricular work.
My dedication to academics and extracurricular work allowed me to develop a strong
work ethic, which then helped bring me to
Wellesley. Another undeniable reason I was
admitted into a top school such as Wellesley was my ability to maintain a somewhat
high GPA. I brought this diligent work ethic to Wellesley along with my knowledge of
how important a GPA can be in applications.
Unfortunately, it often feels a significant
amount of time spent at college is dedicated to achieving a high GPA for jobs and beyond. Therefore, shadow
grading allowed me an opportunity to push myself both
academically and socially in a much different way than
I could before. My first experiences at Wellesley were
not ones concentrated on GPAs, but rather, true learning.
In high school, I struggled in physics, but college is the
time to build a foundation of how the world functions , including science. Therefore, shadow grading provided me
the freedom to enroll in an introductory physics class and
struggle a bit. Ultimately, as I suspected, physics was still
challenging, and it is not likely that I will pursue a degree
in science. However, this shadow grading policy is the
one and only reason I even explored the realm of science.
This encouragement to take classes beyond one’s academic comfort one is what liberal arts colleges are all about. It

is this motivation that often helps students discover previously unventured territory to find a subject they love.
The relaxed form of grading did allow some students to
push themselves to the limit and take a more daring course
load. It was due to shadow grading that I took my hardest
class, physics, in part, along with my desire to understand
the laws of physics, to fulfill initially daunting distribution
requirements. This was in addition to other challenging
classes I took, such as my critical interpretation writing
course, and extracurriculars. As a result of this workload,

tra articles that would most likely garner a stronger letter
grade. However, I experienced the climate change movement in the flesh. I met many activists’ groups pushing for
veganism, and I could draw on their ideas of how food
sustainability factor into climate change. I could then
understand my class material in a larger world context
and have a better idea of how to be part of the social climate change movement. Due to shadow grading, I could
focus on taking risks that promoted the art of learning.
One issue many have with shadow grading is that the
relaxed policy potentially allowed students to
slack off and therefore not fully understand
Wellesley’s academic standards. However, shadow grading allowed me to explore
and understand that academic standards are
more easily met and even surpassed if pursued through a creative and engaged lens. My
academic work during shadow grading has
only taught me how to learn and earn strong
marks even within the realm of letter-grading.
Shadow grading has allowed me to deepen not only my intellectual engagement
but also my social engagement within and
outside Wellesley. The quantification of
letter grades really only emerges in the
larger discussion of transcripts and GPAs.
This pressure to attain a certain number was lifted in the first semester.
Without the need to quantify my learning, I expanded my introverted tendenBIANCA PICHAMUTHU ‘16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR cies and sometimes strained academic effort and pushed myself to be more
at times I felt I struggled to keep up at a normal academic social. Therefore, I ventured outside my new home in
speed, and in a few instances did not truly understand the
Ca enove
Hall
and
interacted
with
stumaterial in class. However, I think that this drawback defi- dents in and outside of Wellesley, such as in the
nitely allowed other ways of academic learning to flourish.
Climate Change March, but also in other dorms and
The lessened pressure of assigning a letter to my time around the Boston area. As a result, I have met ama ing
and efforts in a class allowed me to focus instead on un- people who inspire me to take academic leaps and be an
derstanding class material, as opposed to doing whatever even more engaged student, better team player and friend.
I thought might earn me a better grade. For example, in
Shadow grading also further gave me the fortification
my environmental science class we were learning about and time to try out an array of extracurriculars. I tried
climate change and how it relates to food sustainability. Ultimate Frisbee, the Photography Club, Chinese StuAs with any other course, there are mandatory and extra dents’ Association, and many more. Even though I did
readings along with assignments. However, knowing that not stick with most of them, it pushed me to be part of
I had shadow grading prompted me to spend one Sunday The Wellesley News, evidenced by this article. As one of
in New York City at the People’s Climate Change March. the first year guinea pigs, I feel I have squee ed almost
I usually would not have spent a Sunday on four hour bus all the juice I could from this policy and had an academirides to and from New York, but instead reading some ex- cally and socially experimental, successful first semester.

Charlie Hebdo shooting illustrates need for
unconditional freedom of speech

By TASHAY CAMPBELL ’18
Contributing Writer
Having the freedom to express yourself through speech should not be considered a
privilege but a basic human right independent of geographical location. In certain areas
of the world, including many Middle Eastern states, freedom of speech is not deemed
a fundamental right and is therefore withheld from citi ens who are often reprimanded
for voicing their opinions, especially if
they do not align with the views of the
majority.
Charlie Hebdo, a satirical French
publication, recently experienced
significant backlash due to their lack
of restraint in what they publish.
With a reputation for testing limits,
Charlie Hebdo is notorious for printing
controversial articles and images that
make light of religious figures and their
counterparts. Many religious groups
have felt offended and outraged by the
material frequently published by the
newspaper, calling it blasphemous and
even dangerous. However, though many
of the pieces issued by the newspaper
are indeed blasphemous, they should
not be classified as dangerous.
In today’s day and age, sacrilege
should not engender violence. With
Charlie Hebdo’s frequent portrayal of
religious figure Prophet Mohammed,
it is undeniable that some belonging
to the Islamic faith feel insulted,
and reasonably so. Nonetheless, this
sentiment should be the limit. Parties
moved to enlist violence upon those
responsible for the publication are
misguided in their goals. Rather than
allowing these images to provoke them
a miniscule minority
of Muslims
or to serve as fuel to carry out an attack, they should reevaluate the
importance of the source of offense to their own lives and faith. By carrying out an assault
or instilling fear upon those who offend their beliefs, these individuals do nothing to
eliminate these public pronouncements or silence others who share the same opinion,
as globally, individuals continue to express their views without constraint. Violence is a
temporary and flawed solution. It silences the voices of those harmed but does not mute
the imminent accordance of those to come.
In early January of this year, a threat escalated and developed into an attack, resulting
in the deaths of 12 individuals. Critics of the newspaper claim that Charlie Hebdo was
defiant and negligent in issuing such controversial material, partially excusing the terrorists
for their retaliation, while others feel that Charlie Hebdo’s straightforward method of
journalism is admissible and should be received without the use of terror. As irreverent

and provocative as the newspaper can be, there is never justification for bringing violence
to anyone or any group for stating their opinion. When you find yourself offended by a
newspaper article, should you pick up a gun or simply put the newspaper down?
While I do not believe that it is necessary to intentionally offend or disrespect groups,
religions or any other entities, I stand firmly by my position that every human should have
the right to express their opinions without fear of being harmed for doing so.
A satirical outlet, Charlie Hebdo profits
from deriding religion, politics, and social
norms. It is understandable and expected that a
great portion of the public will be offended by
the material featured in each issue. However,
offense isn’t a valid reason to stop or censor
the messages being printed weekly. Being a
newspaper, neither substantiated nor endorsed
by the French government or authoritative
figures, Charlie Hebdo simply serves as a
medium to share its views in an entertaining
forum and as a substitute to the contrasting
newspapers concerned with being politically
correct. Ultimately, Charlie Hebdo’s frank and
often insolent reports present no genuine threat
to any of the many groups it offends.
Similar to the open forum of Charlie
Hebdo, Wellesley prides itself on promoting
self-expression among students on campus.
Wellesley College provides necessary tools for
personal emancipation, such as sexual liberation,
eradication of gender constraints and reduction
of stigma surrounding mental health, to name a
few. Despite our granted social freedoms, a small
fraction of the community remains susceptible
to sensitivity due to opposing viewpoints and
opinions. Fortunately, here at Wellesley, we
often hold discussions hoping to find common
ground and a solution between individuals and
groups on campus when conflicts arise.
COURTESY OF THOMAS BRANSSON
Students who find themselves offended by
various arguments should participate in these public dialogues, as they will benefit from
educating themselves on conflicting stances. These discussions and debates are easily
modified to suit their purposes. Depending on the severity of the issue being addressed,
different measures are taken. Mediating smaller conflicts such as ones regarding Senate
bus etiquette or dining hall theft might be facilitated by the use of humor but ones of
greater import, specifically race relations in light of the recent national injustices to the
black community or the necessity of a multicultural space for students of Asian and
atin descent warrant a more serious, formal tone. Nonetheless, it is evident that this
campus has a strategy for pacifying potentially inflammable conflicts on campus. Our
willingness to hold open discussions is admirable, a characteristic that should be highly
valued both on and off campus.
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The Wellesley News’s Arts highlights of 2014
Music

TV Shows

Taylor Swift, ‘1989’

Movies

With 1989, we learned to never underestimate Taylor
Swift’s artistic vision and star power. 1989’s 80’s pop
sound was effortless especially considering Swift’s previous country sound. Taylor Swift shook off her boy-crazy
drama queen image for a cooler, peppier sound. Despite
the more traditional release of 1989 and her removal of
music from Spotify, Swift managed to keep her stronghold on the Top 40.

‘Last Week Tonight With John Oliver’

‘The Imitation Game’

When John Oliver landed his own show, we wondered how he would distinguish himself from Jon
Stewart and Stephen Colbert. Oliver did so by offering longer-form journalism and features on topics
that American headlines miss like LGBT rights in
Uganda and elections in India. Oliver’s show proved
that journalism can be informative and funny.

By taking on the life of Alan Turing, The Imitation Game
had the insurmountable task of telling both a tale of tragedy and triumph. While Turing was a brilliant mathematician who helped the Allies win World War II, he was also
socially awkward and difficult to work with. In addition,
Turing’s sexual orientation ultimately led to his arrest
and eventual suicide. However, Cumberbatch’s Turing
is compelling and Kiera Knightley brings an incredible
warmth and optimism to otherwise bleak subject matter.

St.Vincent, ‘St.Vincent’

‘True Detective’

Annie Clark has always been a sharp lyricist and a
talented guitar player, but with 201 ’s self-titled album,
St.Vincent has reached a higher plane. Throughout her
album, Clark deftly combines 80s synths with modern
technology, blending space-age sheen with heartfelt and
sentimental lyrics. If St.Vincent hasn’t grabbed your
notice by now, her stunning album will.

“True Detective” was one among many murder mystery series in 201 about murder mysteries. “True Detective” is an incredibly tight eight-hour crime story
with a compelling mythology and tone of dread. The
performances by both Woody Harrelson and Matthew
McConaughey were tour de forces, demonstrating
once again the A-list talent found on TV. “True
Detective” was especially notable for its technical
excellence and time shifting structure.

Mark Ronson has been a behind-the-scenes producer for
some big names including Kanye West and Rihanna. With
his new fourth album, Ronson takes the spotlight with
his breezy and sexy R&B style. His collaboration with
Bruno Mars, “Uptown Funk,” has been dominating charts
for good reason. Ronson’s talent creates an album that’s
pop-friendly without sacrificing authenticity.

Ilana Glazer and Abbi Jacobson’s Broad City started
as a online web show before it was picked up by
Comedy Central. Although the pair had already
found their comedic voice, “Broad City” is incredible
because of the amazing friendship between its two
main characters. Although the pair suffer the various
indignities New York throws at them, above all their
relationship stays strong and funny.

What you missed
over winter break

Every episode of “Friends” was
uploaded to Netflix on January 1st,
letting fans of the show relive all their
favorite moments of Ross, Rachel,
Monica, Chandler, Pheobe and Joey
in Central Perk. Enjoy all the ‘90s
fashion and guest stars. But most
importantly, find your answer to the
most important question: Were Ross
and Rachel on a break?

‘Interstellar’

‘Broad City’

Mark Ronson, ‘Uptown Special’

Internet: ‘Friends’ on
etfli

‘Gone Girl’

Music: Sleater Kinney

After an eight-year hiatus, indie rock
group Sleater Kinney has reunited for
an incredibly subtle and well-thoughtout album. Despite the long break,
members of Sleater Kinney seem
happy to reunite and are committed
to their craft. “No Cities to Love” is a
compelling album and Sleater Kinney
challenges the typical ”girl group”
reputation.

What’s tricky about mystery novels is that the intrigue
is gone after the plot twist is revealed. David Fincher’s
“Gone Girl” had the problem of creating a movie where
half the audience knew the end while others were in the
dark. Fincher’s gorgeous movie takes Gillian Flynn’s
diary-style book and turns into stark scenes couples with
dreamy flashbacks. Fincher’s direction, coupled with an
excellent cast, with Rosamund Pike at the helm, creates a
movie which is worth seeing even after the initial shock.

Christopher Nolan’s attempt at a space movie shows his
true passion: aesthetic. “Interstellar” is visually gorgeous
and weaves through plot lines swiftly. The spirit of science fiction gives way to Nolan’s attempt to tell the truly
emotional story of its characters. The movie has some
truly gorgeous film editing
the best of Nolan’s career.
Matthew McConaughey gives a great performance, earning the respect he deserves.

Most anticipated
releases of 2015

TV: ‘Better Call Saul’ Feb 8

AMC’s “Breaking Bad” spin-off
starring Bob Odenkirk’s sketchy
Lawyer Saul Goodman was met
with some skepticism. After all,
how could anything top Breaking
Bad? However, critics who received
early previews called the mix of
Odenkirk, Jonathan Banks’s nononsense Mike and Breaking Bad’s
writing team “genius.”

Movies: ‘Sisters’ - December
12

Tina Fey and Amy Poehler star as
sisters who decide to throw a last house
party in their childhood home. Not only
does “Sisters” include the amazing
comedy duo of Poehler-Fey, but it also
stars SNL alumni Maya Rudolph and
Kate McKinnon. With the combined
talents of SNL comediennes and a
hilarious script, we might have another
“Mean Girls” on our hands.
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Giraffage produces futuristic
mix of R&B and EDM
By CYNTHIA CHEN ’18
Staff Writer

EDM, or Electronic Dance Music, has a bit of a bad
reputation. People argue that artists like Skrillex, Flume
and Cashmere Cat are just sounds made on a computer,
fabricated by anyone who knows how to press buttons.
The frequenters of such concerts typically are college frat
boys who reek of alcohol and overdose on LSD. While
there may be a higher percentage of said social groups
at EDM concerts in comparison to Taylor Swift concerts
circa 2010, the said indicators of EDM do not describe
Girraffage.
Listening to Girraffage, the stage name of music producer
Charlie in, is an electronica, dream pop, lo-fi experience.
Yin is an Asian-American of Taiwanese descent from
San Jose, California and a graduate of the University of
California Berkeley with a degree in political economics.
He creates glowing, ambient and sensual synths combined
with R&B and hip-hop elements.
Girraffage is on his “No Reason” tour and played in
Boston last Thursday at Brighton Music Hall. The two
openers, ROBOKID and Spazzkid, unfortunately missed
the mark. While Giraffage, Spazzkid and ROBOKID are
all considered “EDM,” they all touch on different points
within the spectrum of the genre. ROBOKID’s mixes
were incohesive in every sense, a mess of digital sounds.
Spazzkid offered fun Flume-like music that was easy to
dance to but in reality was just a combination of already
well-known songs with very little original flair.

Yet once Girraffage came on stage and the lights went
almost dark, apart from the rainbow of blue and pink
auras, the room completely transformed. An organic buzz
rippled through the room, and Giraffage opened with “All
That Matters,” my personal favorite of his. The visuals,
as with most electronic dance concerts, were out of this
world. Near-psychedelic puppies floated across techno and
ambient screens. Sometimes videos clips of reality would
be thrown in, showing a talk show host with dogs, which
would further drive the concert-goers into an extreme state
of reflection and euphoria. Girraffage himself was chill
amid the ecastic and hyper crowd. At times he would jump
up and down, swept up in the excitement of his fans, but
he would usually sway back and forth, bringing his own
aura to the show.
The music itself was fresh and rich with samples. He
remixed from a wide array of singles, most ridiculously
“Don’t Wait” by Mapei. His music fostered a dream-like
state within reality, with a combinration of an exciting and
lush blend of his original beats, synths and the familiarity
of hit songs. Some have described his electronica as the
“future R&B,” and I could not agree more.
As an Asian-American in a primarily white music
industry, Girraffage has shaped EDM into a superior genre
and has created music beyond dropping beats and videogame beeps. While Girraffage’s tour will not circle back to
Boston, his music is readily available all over the internet,
so I recommend taking a listen.

WHAT’S HAPPENING
Lecture by Jill Lepore: “From Herland
to Wonder Woman”
Thursday, Feb. at
0 p.m.
Collins Cinema
Cinephile Sundays: A Corner in Wheat
Sunday, Feb. 8 at p.m.
Collins Cinema
Music Department Honors Concert
Sunday, Feb. 8 at 7 p.m.
Jewett Art Center Auditorium
hibition
ichae raig
Feb. 10 - Jun. 7
Davis Museum

artin

Roundtable with Parviz Tanavoli
Tuesday, Feb. 10 at p.m.
Collins Cinema
Spring Opening Celebration at the
Davis
Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 6 p.m.
Davis Museum Lobby

120 of the 2015 Oscar Nominees at an Academy Awards Luncheon.

Oscars fail to recognize diverse talent

By GEORGIANA DU ’18
Contributing Writer

The Academy Awards ceremony has honored achievements in film since 1929 and
since then has seemingly been improving in terms of minority representation. In 201 ,
Cheryl Boone Isaacs was elected as the first African-American president of the Academy
of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences (AMPAS). In 201 , the film “12 ears A Slave”
received nine Oscar nominations and won three awards, including Best Picture, Best
Supporting Actress for newcomer upita Nyong’o
a Mexican-Kenyan actress
and
Best Adapted Screenplay for John Ridley. Ridley is the second African-American in
history to receive this award.
However, though the Academy Awards seems to have taken a few steps forward in
terms of diversity, it has actually taken a huge leap back due to its nominations for the
upcoming 87th Academy Awards. For the first time since 199 , all 20 acting nominees in
the top categories are white. Furthermore, for the first time since 1999, all five director
nominees and all 1 screenwriter nominees are male. It is also worth mentioning that all
of the screenwriter nominees are also white, aside from the director and screenwriters of
the film Birdman.
After the nominations were announced on Jan. 1 , news outlets and social media were
abu , critici ing the lack of diversity as well as some of the films nominated for the
awards. Twitter began trending the hashtag “#OscarsSoWhite,” in which Twitter users
provided commentary such as “#OscarsSoWhite they don’t see race.”
“Selma” seems to be the main film that people have mentioned when discussing this
year’s Oscar snubs, and it makes sense. The film is a historical drama focused on the 196
Selma to Montgomery voting rights marches led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as well
as Hosea Williams, James Bevel and John ewis. “Selma” matters because it is a film in
which black people are not on the sidelines of the plot; rather, without them, there would
be no plot at all. “Selma” matters because it gives black people voices during a time in
our current history when they are striving to do just that, as shown by the civil rights
movement set off by the events in Ferguson.
“Selma” is not only a good film, but was also well-received by critics it has a 99
percent “fresh” rating on Rotten Tomatoes in other words, out of 160 critic reviews of
the film, only two were negative.

Why, then, did “Selma” only receive nominations for Best Picture and Best Original
Song, when it could’ve just as easily been nominated for a number of acting awards?
David Oyelowo gave an outstanding performance as Dr. King, as does Carmen Ejogo as
Coretta Scott King. Where are their nominations?
Ava Duvernay, who directed “Selma,” is an African-American female. She spent
hours listening to Dr. King’s speeches and then co-writing alternative speeches for the
screenplay in a manner that would evoke King’s own writing and speech patterns so as to
not violate copyright. Her thorough research and attention to detail certainly merits a nod
from the Academy. Where is her nomination?
Meanwhile, films such as Boyhood and American Sniper received six nominations
each; the former featured white actors and white actors only, and the latter celebrated the
most lethal sniper in U.S. military history, Chris Kyle. “I hate the damn savages and I’ve
been fighting and always will,” and “I love killing bad guys,” Kyle said about Iraquis.
Since the nominations have been released, I have been told that films are just
entertainment and that we should be focusing on “things that matter” instead, such as
“real” social justice. I have been told that ultimately, awards don’t matter in the long run.
However, film not only impacts but also reflects how society, individuals and cultures
think, and that goes for all types of media.
So what does it mean when women and people of color are underrepresented in this
year’s Academy Awards? What does it mean when, for months, people have been chanting
and hashtagging “ Black ivesMatter,” but mainstream recognition of film doesn’t seem
to think so?
The United States is known as a melting pot, a country with the ultimate face of
diversity. On the other hand, the AMPAS is 9 percent white and 76 percent male. The
average age of its members is 6 . It is imperative that we evaluate the lack of minority
representation not only in film but in all media. The voices of women and people of
color are already politically and socially silenced in numerous ways; why must they be
artistically silenced as well?
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Community supports Blue Swim
and Dive in last home meet
By IVY JIANG ’18
Contributing Writer

Saturday’s meet against Connecticut College
and Bates College marked this season’s final home
event for Wellesley College Swimming and Diving.
Wellesley dropped the meet against both schools,
finishing the day with a 20 -92 loss to Bates College
and falling 180-106 to Connecticut College. Despite
the losses, the Blue currently stand at an impressive
9- record.
Maura Sticco-Ivins ’18 kicked off the meet with a
strong start for Wellesley, winning the one-meter diving
competition with a score of 285.95, followed closely
by Emily Moore ’18, who took third with 266.10. The
three-meter board event featured a Wellesley sweep of
the top three performances, with Sticco-Ivins attaining
her second win, scoring 11.9 , followed by Maddie
Stern ’17 and Moore, scoring 277.85 and 272.45
respectively.
Dorothy Ren ’16 grabbed several top-three finishes,
winning the 50m backstroke event with a time of 27.09,
placing second in the 0m butterfly in 26.20 and third
in 50m freestyle with a time of 25.09. Hannah August
’17 also earned second place in the 200m backstroke
with a time of 2 1 . .
Senior tri-captains Grace Bachman, Tiffany Chen
and Gabby Cooper-Vespa gave great performances as
they competed for their last time in Chandler Pool.
“Four years have really flown by, and I never
understood it truly when people told me that four years
would fly by, until I experienced it myself. To me, a
home meet felt like performing on my own piano and
making it shine, except in my home pool, I’m helping
my team and my pool shine,” Chen said.
The continued support from the Wellesley community
at home meets this season truly exemplified Blue
Pride and encouraged the team to do well in their
competitions. The final meet with Connecticut and
Bates was no exception.
“I would like to thank the alumnae, fellow Blue
athletes, faculty, friends and parents who came out to
support us,” Cooper-Vespa said.
Wellesley administration also supported the

swimming and diving team by improving their
facilities. The Chandler Pool, where Wellesley
practices and home meets are held, has undergone
several improvements over the last several years,
including new training equipment.
“With the help of Wellesley alumnae and the
athletics department, we have been able to purchase
new touchpads and starting blocks, which is really
exciting,” Bachman remarked.
As the season continues to progress, the swimming
and diving team has become a cohesive unit built in an
environment of mutual encouragement.
“As an upperclassman this year, I have been fortunate
to be a part of two teams in the past. The difference this
year is in the overall level of support for one another.
This is something that distinguishes this team from the
teams of years past,” Ren said.
Out of the pool, Blue Swimming and Diving
maintains a strong community.
“I think it really speaks to the character of Wellesley
students and the culture of athletics at Wellesley when
your team is truly your family,” Bachman said.
The tri-captains are excited about the growth of their
team and look to continue expanding their ambitions.
“I am most proud of how we have matured over the
season in our races and dives, becoming fiercer and
more aggressive competitors,” Chen said.
The Blue will now prepare for a busy and exciting
February schedule, which includes the New England
Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference (NEWMAC)
Championship, the biggest meet of their season.
“I am looking forward to seeing how well the team
performs because we have been training hard, leaving
it all in the pool, consistently showing improvement,”
Ren said.
“We’re hoping, also, to send some teammates to
nationals. With the work ethic and grace that this team
has displayed thus far, I can’t wait to see what we can
do at NEWMACs,” Chen added.
The Wellesley College Swimming and Diving team
has a lot to look forward to in the next upcoming
months as they continue to train and compete.
Wellesley will compete next at the Wheaton
Invitational on Friday, Feb. 6 and Saturday, Feb. 7.

Fencing hosts Wellesley
Invitational, boosts
team record
By ANNA CAHILL ’18
Sports & Wellness Editor

The Wellesley fencing team tallied three
more victories on Sunday, Jan. 25 in the
non-conference Wellesley Invitational,
lifting their overall record to 10-11 and
4-7 among Division III competitors.
The Blue hosted Mount Holyoke,
Boston University (BU), University of
Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) and
Tufts, falling only to Tufts in the day’s
final match.
Although the invitational featured
a much smaller and more relaxed
environment than Wellesley’s typical
Northeast
Fencing
Conference
competition, the Blue did not take the
event lightly.
“We’ve been practicing twice a day
with lift since Wednesday to prepare,
and I think every single person also had
individual lessons with the coaches to get
ready,” Alice Xu ’17 said.
Wellesley’s preparation showed in
their first decisive 21-6 win over Mount
Holyoke, in which they bested the Lyons
in all three weapons. Kathryn Ledbetter
’1 and Charlotte Treadwell ’16 lead the
Blue in epee, each winning three bouts
to help the Blue take a 7-2 advantage.
Wellesley’s strong foil team, which went
undefeated through the Invitational, then
took eight of nine bouts, leaving sabre
to complete the trifecta. Sabre fencers
Madeleine Barowsky ’18, Jasmine Davis
’17 and u topped the yons 6- and
finished a great team effort for Wellesley’s
fourth Division III win.
“Even though you’re out there on the
strip alone, we really focus on having
a sense of teamwork and still coming
together and cheering each other on,” cocaptain Olivia Wei ’1 said. “It definitely

helps our team and it helps morale.”
The Blue went on to top two Division I
teams in BU and UMass before meeting
Tufts in the fifth and final round. Wellesley
defeated BU 18-9, outscoring the Terriers
in both epee and foil, this time with epee
pulling in eight of their nine bouts for the
Blue.
In their largest margin of victory,
Wellesley overwhelmed UMass 22-5,
once again outscoring their opponent in
every weapon. Leading the charge was
Wellesley’s foil trio of Pamela Wang ’17,
Camille Samulski ’16 and Wei, who shut
out the Minutewomen by securing all
nine foil bouts.
However, the Blue’s win streak was
broken by Tufts, who finished the
Invitational with a perfect 4-0 record.
Despite strong finishes by Vanessa
Willoughby ’18, Treadwell and Ledbetter,
who each won their final bout, the Jumbos
edged out Wellesley 5-4 in epee. The
Blue continued to hang tight following a
5-4 victory in foil to match the score at
9-9, before finally falling to Tufts in sabre
for a 16-11 loss in the match.
Despite a bitter ending to an overall
strong showing, Wellesley Coach Gamil
Kaliouby was happy with his team’s
outcome and is excited for the more
significant meets to come, including the
NCAA Northeast Regional in March.
“Even though we are a team, fencing
in that meet is individual and a fencer’s
win will only go into (her) account,” said
Kaliouby. “There will be teams of all
divisions and our goal is to send as many
people as we did last year: nine.”
Until then, the Blue will travel to
Dartmouth College on Feb. 7 for the third
New England Conference meet, where
they will have a chance to recapture
victory over Tufts.
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BY THE NUMBERS

1,009
Career points scored by basketball’s
Morgyne Weaver ’15, who hit the 1,000-point
milestone against Wheaton last Wednesday.
Weaver becomes the 11th player in
Wellesley history to score 1,000 points.

6

Consecutive weeks that Wellesley diver Maura
Sticco-Ivins ’18 has been named NEWMAC
Women’s Diver of the Week. She has earned
the title seven times total so far this season.

4
Wellesley College records broken by track and
field athletes this winter. Priscilla ee ’18 and
Abena Asare ’18 set records in the high jump
while Kathleen Hanlon ’15 and Isabella Narvaez
’17 set the standard in the 60-meter dash.

24
Points scored by the Wellesley basketball team
in both halves of their 8- victory over Mount
Holyoke on Saturday. The win snaps a six-game
losing streak and improves the Blue to 6-1 .

18

Consecutive Seven Sisters Championships
won by the Wellesley Wwimming and Diving
team. The Blue took the title on Jan. 18.

THE VEGAN DIGEST

Enjoying veganism in winter weather
By KAT MALLARY ’17
Co-Editor in Chief
After being a vegan for a while, there
are some truths you just can’t help but
notice. There are the pleasant truths: your
skin clears up, you have more energy,
and vegetables start to taste better. There
are the annoying truths, like the fact
that everyone and their mother and their
mother’s mother try to become your
nutritionist at least once. And then there
are the weird ones, like sometimes it’s a
little more complicated to be vegan in the
wintertime.
I love being a vegan in the summer.
Fruits and vegetables are plentiful,
delicious and in season. Smoothies and
ice cream (made of almond milk or frozen
bananas) are easy meal choices. The heat
makes light meals more appealing. But
in the winter, when the snow and cold
means craving comfort food more often,
I find veganism more difficult. uckily,
there are a few ways to make a vegan
diet easy, delicious, and satisfying during
every season.
The overall best tip for following a
vegan diet in the winter is a New Year’s
resolution I borrowed from a friend: “No
more sad salads.” Too often, the months
after New Year’s are full of “sad” salads
and body shaming, but eating a plate
full of dry iceberg lettuce and some
carrots is usually a good way to end up
resenting veganism and setting yourself
up to make unhealthy choices later.
With that said, I love salads year-round,
so giving up sad salads doesn’t mean
eating fewer vegetables. It just means
adding lots of seasonal vegetables, like
kale, collard greens, spinach or beets,
which are packed with nutrients and taste
better during winter than their summer
counterparts.
I top my salads with homemade
dressing made from the oil, vinegar and
spices in the dining hall: there are endless
combinations, so it’s fun to experiment

with new combinations and find favorites.
As for protein, adding a scoop of quinoa
or a serving of tofu can turn any salad
into protein-packed comfort food. As of
this semester, the dining hall in Pomeroy
has almonds and peanuts to top salads,
and Bates and Tower usually have seeds
as well great for adding texture, flavor
and healthful nutrients like magnesium,
selenium and zinc.
Finally, adding carbohydrates by
serving your salad over a bed of rice,
potatoes, or roasted root vegetables —
especially seasonal, nutrient-rich sweet
potatoes
turns any salad into a filling
“Buddha bowl.” “Buddha bowls,” the
trendy lunch or dinner equivalent of the
smoothie-based “acai bowl,” are sold
in hip New York vegan restaurants for
$16, but can be easily recreated in a trip
around the dining hall.
In addition to giving up “sad salads,”
another great way to go vegan and stay
vegan is to embrace vegan comfort food.
Try Pomeroy’s vegan pot pie, Tower’s
vegan pho bar, or rice and beans at
Bates. Or, for the ambitious, winter is a
great time to explore the exciting world
of vegan mac n’ cheeze. Order a box of
Annie’s gluten-free and vegan mac and
cheese online, or try making your own
with pasta and Daiya cheese or nutritional
yeast, which melts like cheese but offers
a boost of vitamin B12.
Warm up after a long walk back from
class with hot vegan drinks like tea with
almond milk. For hot cocoa, bypass the
sugary Swiss Miss packs, which are made
with milk powder, and make your own
with cocoa powder, raw sugar, cinnamon
and soy or almond milk. Although most
marshmallows are made with animalderived gelatin or use egg whites as
stabilizers, vegan marshmallows are
easy to find online, at Whole Foods or at
Trader Joes. Although February in New
England is cold and icy, delicious vegan
food and drinks are a great way to make
winter a little cozier.
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SPORTS & WELLNESS
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PHYLLIS LIN ’18
By SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16
Co-Editor in Chief

S.T.: So would you say that’s the highlight of playing
with a team, then?
P.L.: Yeah, whenever we go out to matches, we’re on
the bus, and it’s just fun!

Blue Squash has enjoyed a strong season since
opening in November with a record of 9-8. Phyllis
Lin ’18 is a crucial component of that success. A firstyear from Acton, Mass., she earned an 12-4 record
so far this season and played in the DIII Individual
Championships. Lin recently spoke with The Wellesley
News to discuss squash, her team and balancing
athletics and academics at Wellesley.

S.T.: You
played in the DIII Individual
Championships. How was that?
P.L.: That was a really good experience. I’m glad I
got to go. I think that afterward, it definitely helped
with my squash game in general. What I liked most was
that I didn’t just get to play the second player of each
school. I didn’t know what rank they were, and it was
a flashback to how I played in high school and how I
played in tournaments.

Sravanti Tekumalla (S.T.): When did you start playing
squash?
Phyllis Lin (P.L.): I started playing squash when
I started high school freshman year. I think I started
squash for the wrong reason: to get into a good college.
But it worked out, and it’s been interesting so far.
S.T.: So what do you enjoy about squash?
P.L.: I feel like everyone can play the sport, regardless
of your age, but depending on your age the way you
play kind of differs. People who play who are seniors
have all these trick shots, whereas the juniors, the
younger people, run around a lot more so we don’t
think as much.
S.T.: What do you enjoy about playing squash at
Wellesley?
P.L.: I really like the team because they’re all really
nice. They’re so welcoming, and I didn’t really expect
that coming in.
S.T.: How do you think it differs from playing squash
in high school?
P.L.: I went to a public high school, so there wasn’t
really a team I could play on. I went to the club and
played there. I had private lessons, so I guess you could
say I felt lonely. But here, there’s a team to back me up,
so that’s more fun.
S.T.: How do you think playing squash shaped your
first year at Wellesley
P.L.: I think it’s helped me integrate — no freshman
15, so that was helpful. In the beginning, it was a little
tough, just because squash is in the morning and it’s
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really early. We have to wake up at 6 and practice starts
at 6 0-7. That’s kind of what happened to me in high
school and classes in general. That was rough, but I got
used to it, which is good. Crew has it worse though, so
I can’t complain.
S.T.: Shifting gears, what have you learned about
being a student-athlete at Wellesley in terms of
commitment and balance?
P.L.: Being an athlete was a lot a more than I thought
it was. We also have to do conditioning and lifting
afterward, and I kind of knew that, but I didn’t think it
would take up that much time. I mean, I still have a lot
of time to do homework, but it’s good to keep up with
running and all that.
S.T.: What do you think has been the highlight of
your season so far?
P.L.: I think playing all the team matches and
everything. It used to be that the only match that
mattered was the one I was playing, but now that I’m
on a team, every single match matters, regardless of
whether you’re at the bottom or the top of the ladder.

S.T.: Did you do any training over Wintersession?
P.L.: Yeah, we came back a few weeks earlier than
everyone else, and we trained, which was a lot of fun.
Most of the squash team was in Bates, and a lot of us
got a lot closer. It was fun to spend time with them
outside of regular practice.
S.T.: Do you have any pre-match rituals?
P.L.: I don’t think so, because even on court, most
people say I have a really blank expression, so I don’t
show any expression. I think that’s good, but at the
same time, if I’m winning, I don’t look happy! But
yeah, nothing before or after.
S.T.: What are you looking forward to in future
seasons? Do you have any personal goals for this
season or next?
P. . Definitely improve my squash more. This might
sound competitive, but it’s not, really: me and Sarah
hang ’18, who’s the first
I’m the second
we’re
really good friends, but my goal, I guess, is to improve
and become number one. It’s more like friendly
competition and less about actually being number one,
but she’s a good number one and she holds the team
together well.
Lin, along with the rest of Blue Squash, will
participate in the Seven Sisters Championship, hosted
by Wellesley, on Feb. 7.

Summer
Management

Catalyst

Program
Introducing
non-business majors
to the essentials
of management
A 10-week program designed to provide
you with the skills and knowledge you
need to stand out in today’s job market.

For more information and to apply:

www.bc.edu/catalyst

Bloomberg Businessweek ranks the
Carroll School of Management
number 4 in its “Top Undergraduate
Business Programs 2014”

